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Top 10 Tips for Navigating Landscape Plant Shortages
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Nearly all business
sectors are dealing
with pandemic-induced
materials shortages
and inlation due to
production disruptions.
The landscape industry
is no exception. Plant
shortages will likely
impact every landscape
decision for the next few
years.

In this advisory, Matt Hentschel, General Manager
of Moore’s Northbrook branch, shares strategies for
helping clients work through material shortages and
the resulting budget impacts.
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But irst, how did we get to this point?
For additional insight, we interviewed two of Moore’s
valued suppliers:
• Joe Juricic serves as Market Manager – Midwest
of LandscapeHub, an online wholesale platform
that facilitates sourcing and transactions between
over 300 growers and landscape contractors.
• Dan Hutton is Area Sales Manager for Wenke
Greenhouses’ wholesale business, which grows
seasonal lowers for retail centers and landscape
contractors. Wenke’s has about 40 acres of
production facilities in Kalamazoo, Michigan,
where they grow over a million plants annually to
serve Midwest customers.
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Hentschel, Juricic, and Hutton concur that pretty much everything is in short supply, some materials more so
than others. Five primary factors are causing plant shortages: demand, labor, weather, logistics, and timing.
Let’s take a quick look at each factor.

Demand
Multiple factors are putting upward pressure on
demand, including:
• Consumers are competing for plants. During
the pandemic, the retail garden center market
saw a huge uptick in demand from consumers
spending more time and money on home
landscapes. So retailers reached out to growers
and bought up a larger share of the supply.
• Growers are capped by growing space.
Adding greenhouse space is a costly, long-term
investment with signiicant lead time.
• Capacity in the growing industry has
diminished. The largest producer of ornamental
plants in northern Florida switched to growing
medical marijuana in early 2021, following in the
footsteps of many commercial growers in states
that have legalized marijuana.
• Emerald Ash Borer replacements over the past
decade have reduced the tree supply.
• Increased urban landscape demand (fueled
in part by cities’ climate change initiatives),
especially for narrow columnar trees that
work well in tight narrow spaces between
buildings and along streets and walkways, has
contributed to a short supply.
• Suppliers are saving some ields to grow into
bigger material for the years to come.
• Nurseries are not ramping up production.
In the 2008-11 recession when demand
plummeted, growers had to destroy many
trees that didn’t sell. Subsequently, nurseries
switched to lean management so they wouldn’t
be stuck with a lot of inventory. Trees take 5-7
years to grow to a saleable size. The evergreen
market in particular will be tighter than normal
for ive or more years.
Moore Landscapes
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Labor
In many cases, there’s simply not enough labor to produce the plants or hardscape materials. As with every
sector of the economy, the pandemic scrambled production. Some nurseries and growers that depend on
foreign labor were severely impacted by the COVID-19 travel restrictions.
Some growers had to shut down at times or adjust for social distancing. Some workers weren’t working
because of the pandemic. These labor factors added additional production time in a very time sensitive
industry. The loss in productivity resulted in lower output and a reduced plant supply.

Weather
Every weather disaster causes a ripple effect
throughout the landscape supply chain. The February
storm that pummeled Texas with record snow and
freezing temperatures, killed or badly damaged
millions of shrubs, trees, and perennials from the
Southwest across the Southeast, further exacerbating
the plant shortage situation.
The storm also stranded the overnight shipments of
cuttings for this season’s annual plants for more than a
week, and those plants died. Growers reordered, but
the most time sensitive plants missed their planting
window for this season.

Logistics
Like all businesses, the landscape industry is
dealing with a lack of truck drivers, the availability
of those drivers, rising fuel costs, and shipping
prices escalating on the ly. Those challenges are
compounded by shipping a perishable product that is
super time sensitive.
The nursery industry competes with other industries
for common carriers and trailers. Many truckers are
taking more lucrative contracts hauling supplies to
storm-ravaged areas, further intensifying the shortage
of carriers available to growers.

Timing
The convergence of the demand, labor, weather, and logistics challenges could not come at a worse time.
The industry was still feeling the effects of the 2008-11 recession when COVID-19 hit. When the housing
market crashed during the recession, demand for trees and shrubs slowed to a trickle. Growers responded by
changing the way they grow. That resulted in a vastly reduced supply of plants:
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• There will likely be a shortage of trees for some
years to come, as it takes 7-10 years to grow a
2” tree.
• Growers anticipate a 3-5 year process to bring
the supply and demand for shrubs, perennials,
and annuals into balance.

Anticipate higher costs.
On June 15, 2021, the Associated Builders and
Contractors released their analysis of U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics’ Producer Price Index data, showing
that nonresidential construction input prices are
23.9% higher than a year ago. Crude petroleum has
risen 187%, natural gas has increased 90%, and the
price of softwood lumber has soared 154% over the
past year.
Amy Upton with the Michigan Nursery Landscape
Association told Brownield Ag News in April
that one of the big factors affecting any type of
plants is shipping. Michigan, the largest nursery
stock producer in the Midwest, sources many of
their seedling starts from Oregon and the Paciic
Northwest, but Upton says shipping costs are double
or triple that of last year. “That is deinitely going to
have an impact on pricing,” she shares.
“Pricing increases are inevitable,” says Wenke’s
Dan Hutton. “So much of our industry is predicated
on petroleum. All inputs—plastic materials,
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transportation, heat, lighting, and labor—are now
much more expensive.”
“Labor prices are rising by the minute,” says
Hentschel. “With maintenance services, labor is a
larger component than materials, so rising labor costs
have a larger impact on maintenance services.”
Plant prices are expected to increase by 10-15% in
2021 due to the demand-supply mismatch.
Materials are being sourced from greater distances,
adding to the increases in shipping costs. With
fuel prices surging, expect to see more shipping
surcharges this year.
In short, increased demand, increased input costs,
increased transportation costs, and increased labor
costs are resulting in higher pricing for everyone.
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Strategies for navigating the current challenges.
“There’s not one solution to the myriad of challenges facing the landscape industry,” says Hentschel, “but
there are approaches to help manage the situation.”
Following is a compilation of the top 10 strategies our team will emphasize to help Moore’s clients
successfully navigate the challenges and achieve the landscape goals for each property.
1. Maintain focus on your landscape goals.
“This is the year of substitutions,” says LandscapeHub’s Juricic. “Your overall goal for the property can still
be achieved using the plant material that’s currently available. Trust your landscape contractor to guide
you in the right direction. Be a lot more lexible to use the plant palette that’s available.”
For example, the 3” European hornbeam is very popular right now for its growth habit, but that tree is in
very short supply. Instead try a ‘Regal Prince’ oak, which has a similar size and shape, but a different leaf
texture. Being lexible on sizes is also helpful, Juricic adds.
Hutton says that Wenke Greenhouses has annuals available at three price points: entry level, deluxe, and
premium. Customers that are challenged to maintain a budget can swap out deluxe or premium plants
with entry level plants but still achieve their seasonal color goal.
2. Order seasonal color plants ASAP.
Hutton notes that Wenke Greenhouse typically
see orders for spring and summer annuals
start trickling in during January and peaking
in March. However, Hutton will start taking
orders in September for 2022. “The message to
Moore’s clients,” says Hutton, “is to have design
and coordination for 2022 inalized by the end
of this year, so orders can be placed. This is a
sea change for Wenke, but necessary to meet
demand.”
“As a wholesale nursery, Wenke grows on
speculation,” says Hutton. “There are hundreds
of contractors placing orders with us. The
sooner in the cycle that Moore can place a
client’s request, the better the chance of getting
exactly what you want. Stock is more limited for
those that order later in the season.”
Growers using LandscapeHub’s platform want
next year’s orders in October or November, says
Juricic. The more time you give growers to do
their planning and sourcing, the less you have
to deal with shortages.
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3. Buy it now.
“Plants are disappearing from inventory in hours, not days,” says Juricic. “Material is moving so quickly,
that if you wait two days to decide or are slow to respond, the plants will be sold out.
Hutton echoes that advice. “Place orders sooner, earlier in the cycle. Make decisions quickly,” he says.
“The sense of urgency is real. Do color selection, budgeting, and designing, then place the order
immediately.”
4. Rethink evergreens.
In normal times, evergreen trees and shrubs are a bit harder to source. Evergreens are not indigenous
to our area and prefer acidic clay soils, so there are only a few that perform well in Chicago’s naturally
alkaline soils.
In the Midwest we have evergreens that will tolerate the cold but cannot handle the extreme temperature
swings. For example, in recent years Boxwoods that had survived for many years were lost due to severe
temperature luctuations.
Switching to deciduous plant material will increase plant options dramatically, Hentschel advises. The
greatest need for screening is typically during the growing season when deciduous plants are in full leaf
and provide adequate screening.
5. Choose annuals that can bridge multiple
rotations.
Moore’s designers are more often selecting
seasonal color plant material for containers that
will last through the fall, Hentschel says. For
example, grasses used as container centerpieces
during the summer will last through fall and plus
provide additional visual interest as they mature.
The short and mid-size annuals surrounding the
grasses can be replaced with fall color such as
pansies, mums, and ornamental cabbage and
kale.
This approach also works bridging spring to
summer. Vines can be planted with the early
spring rotation and retained to last throughout the
summer lower rotation.
6. Extended lead time helps secure materials for 2022 projects.
For renovation and installation projects, Hentschel recommends talking now about budgeting instead of
waiting until spring. “With more lead time on projects, we can order materials way ahead of time, so we’ll
have what we need when you’re ready,” Hentschel says.
7. Phase projects differently to stay within budget parameters.
There are a lot of different ways that we can phase work, says Hentschel. Projects can be divided into
more phases in order to it within established annual budgets despite price increases.
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8. Consider non-planting enhancements.
While new plant material supplies are tight for
the next year or so, focus on enhancements such
as major tree pruning, hardscape elements, site
furnishings, new trails or walkways, pavements,
water features, irrigation renovation, and master
planning.
9. Take exceptional care of existing plants.
Because replacements will be hard to ind and
more costly, invest in top-notch care of the
existing plants in your landscape. Despite the
recent rains, Chicago is currently experiencing
a severe drought, so supplemental watering
may be helpful, even essential for many plants,
especially those planted within the past few years.
Pruning shade and ornamental trees improves
the structure and increases health and longevity.
Salvage any tropical plants and succulents that
can be revitalized after months of neglect while
ofices were closed.
10. Consider expanding the allowable sourcing
distance.
To comply with sustainability initiatives,
contractors are oftentimes required to source
plants within a 100-150 mile radius. Property
owners will deinitely need to consider
substitutions to maintain that requirement, says
Juricic. Looking beyond local markets and further
south is another option, as long as the plants are
compatible with Chicago’s Plant Hardiness Zone
(generally, Zone 5).

It will get better.
“Things aren’t going to normalize tomorrow, but they will get better eventually,” says Hentschel. “The
landscape industry is resilient, creative, and resourceful. By communicating openly and frequently with
clients and suppliers, we’ll work through these dificulties and develop solutions that achieve each client’s
landscape goals.”
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